
WE ARE HIRING

Projects Director

Jordan\ Amman

Power Engineering World (PEW) is seeking to employ a “Projects Director” for the Company’s projects,
working inside the Hashemite Kingdome of Jordan with frequent travel to the Republic of Iraq and he must
be holding the following requirements:

Brief :

Education :

- University graduate in Electrical / Mechanical Engineering or any other related field.
- PMP Certificate would be considered as Plus

Professional Experiences:

10+ years experience in oil and gas and Power Plants Projects\ industry

The candidate must perform the following Job duties:

1. have a proper communication skills to integrate the team works among Jordan and Iraq staff and 
establish good environment.

2. Enhance company policies with the projects staff.
3. Capable of doing weekly & monthly reports.
4. Capability of appointing the resources required for project / organizations and conduct the 

evaluation for them.
5. Provide technical and commercial review and assist in negotiations of all major contracts, JV's, 

Partnerships etc.
6. Integration capability with other departments (QHSE , HR, Cost control , Finance , Contracting  and 

procurements,…etc.) for an ideal completion of the projects.
7. Knowledge of cost calculations ,Cost to complete of the works and interrelated variations.
8. Monitor closely the project progress and assuring at this stage no negative cash flow to the project 

and update the risk matrix to understand the risk which might face for the ongoing projects.
9. Lead the planning team for preparation the plans such as mobilization plan, demobilization plan, 

construction plan ,  invoicing plan, construction plan 
10. Identify and establish all support services that are required to successfully deliver the project.
11. Managing the subcontractors and work out with the contracting department for preparation of the 

contracts agreement.

Language and Skills:

1. Knowledge of construction methods, oil and gas and power plants best practices.
2. Good Knowledge of international standards.
3. Effective interpersonal and communication skills.
4. Good verbal and written Arabic and English language skills
5. Ability to be frequently travelling to the company projects in Iraq 

Energetic and qualified candidates are requested to send their CVs to: 

cv@pewgroup.com / Subject: Projects Director


